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load carried by its major
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Midlands, United
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term monitoring of both
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for over 10 years.
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catchment. This paper
provides a brief overview

of the main issues in
monitoring urban

catchments, the methods
employed and the short-
and long-term results.
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given of previous studies
in developed countries
and abroad which have

provided detailed records
of the key parameters of
pollution carried by urban
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Mobile -. After having a bad week, I really needed to get my
mind off everything and decide to take a trip to a dark place

in my own brain. I haven't been able to sleep much, so I
decided to go on a little adventure. After a while, I found

myself in a beautiful forest, with a road to a cottage ahead
of me. The cottage was dark, and I could just make out the

shapes of the furniture inside. As I started to go in, the
lights turned on and I saw a girl about my age. She was

sitting on the edge of the bed, waiting for me with a warm
smile. I was frozen by the sight of her. Her eyes were a

bright blue, her hair was blonde and fell past her shoulders
in soft waves. She was slim and tall, at least as tall as me,
and her whole body radiated energy. Before I could even
open my mouth, she had already begun to speak. "Hi, I'm
Lianne, and I know it sounds like a greeting card, but you
are a new friend of mine and I want you to know how to

take care of me. I enjoy spending time in dark places like
this, I spend most of my nights here alone. I try to avoid
real life as much as I can. " I didn't say anything, but just
stared at her in awe. I couldn't believe that I was the first
person she had ever seen in the flesh. I had heard about

her from my friends, but they were the only ones that knew
that she was a real person and not just a mythical figure.
"What's your name? I asked her. "Ethan, I said. "Ethan?

That's a strange name. Have you always been called that? "
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I shook my head, I had always hated the name. "No, I chose
it when I was seven years old. I really got the name Ethan
from a book. It's from a book by Peter.. "Oh, I love Peter

Rabbit. In fact, I know every word of the book by heart. The
day I heard my mother say it, I knew I would grow up to be

a writer
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